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Before commencing actual numerical computations a comparative test has been performed, namely, for the initial hull form of B 573 ship wake current has been numerically calculated and obtained results compared with its model tests. Wake fractions were determined in compliance with the axial component velocity V x , according to the relation: (2) The computation results are presented graphically in Fig. 13 ÷ 16 , and numerically -in Tab. 5. In Tab. 6 the results
Comparative test for wake current computations

Numerical analysis of influence of ship hull form modification on ship resistance and propulsion characteristics
Part II Influence of hull form modification on wake current behind the ship
In Fig. 17 stream lines for the inital ship hull form are also shown. 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF WAKE CURRENT FOR MODIFIED VERSIONS OF SHIP HULL
Numerical calculations of wake current were performed for the same modified ship hull versions as in the case of the resistance investigations (Tab. 
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